Time is all around us
If a TV programme starts at 5:35 and lasts for 45
minutes what time would it finish ?
A DVD lasts for 112 minutes. What is this in hours
and minutes ?
The time is 6:20. How long is it until 8:15 ?
John finishes a race in 10 minutes and 17 seconds. Paul is
54 seconds slower. What time does Paul finish ?
It is the 23rd May. The Summer Fete is in 16 days.
On what date is the Summer Fete ?
A TV programme lasted for 45 minutes and finished at 11:10. At
what time did the programme start ?
How many minutes are there in 3 hours and 35 minutes ?
Jane gets on a train at 7:45. Her journey lasts for 86 minutes.
At what time does she arrive at her destination ?
A roast chicken takes 2 hours and 20 minutes to cook. If it goes
into the oven at 11:55 at what time will it be ready?
Paula’s birthday is on 22nd October. Asif’s is 3 weeks
later. On what date is Asif’s birthday ?
A film started at 6:40 and finished at 8:22. How long
did it last ?
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Time is all around us
If a TV programme starts at ___ and lasts for ___ minutes
what time would it finish ?
A DVD lasts for ___ minutes. What is this in
hours and minutes ?
The time is ____ . How long is it until ____ ?
John finishes a race in ___ minutes and ___ seconds.
Paul is ___ seconds slower. What time does Paul
finish ?
It is the _______. The Summer Fete is in ___ days. On what
date is the Summer Fete ?
A TV programme lasted for ___ minutes and finished at ____.
At what time did the programme start ?
How many minutes are there in ___ hours and ___ minutes ?
Jane gets on a train at ____. Her journey lasts for ___ minutes.
At what time does she arrive at her destination ?
A roast chicken takes __ hours and ___ minutes to cook. If it
goes into the oven at ____ at what time will it be ready?
Paula’s birthday is on _________. Asif’s is _______
later. On what date is Asif’s birthday ?
A film started at _____ and finished at _____. How
long did it last ?
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